Automation is the holy grail of performance assessment. Cheap and reliable automated systems that produce consistent feedback on performance. Many such systems have been proposed that accurately measure the state of a product or the outcome of a process. Procedural faults can be detected and even mitigated without the need for human interference. In production industry and professional sports, this is a natural part of business. However, in macrocognitive team performance studies, human appraisal is still king. This study investigates the reliability of human observers as assessors of performance among virtual teams, and what they base their assessments on when only able to monitor one of the team members at a time. The results show that expert observers put a lot of emphasis on task outcomes and on communication and are generally reliable raters of team performance, but there are several aspects that they cannot rate reliably under these circumstances, e.g., team workload, stress, and collaborative problem-solving. Through simple algorithms, this study shows that by capturing task scores and different quantitative communication metrics, team performance ratings can be estimated to closely match how the expert observers assess team performance in a virtual team setting. The implication of the study is that numeric team performance estimations can be acquired by automated systems, with reasonable accuracy and reliability compared to observer ratings.
Introduction
Automated performance assessment systems can save time and money by reducing the need for human assessors (Clauser et al. 2000) , but developing such systems can be costly in itself. Reusability is therefore a key to making it worthwhile investing in automated systems for team performance assessment. In team performance research, several proposed automated performance assessment systems are deeply integrated with reusable simulators. This approach dramatically reduces the scope of team performance situations that the model needs to handle (Clauser et al. 2000; De Penning et al. 2009; Abbott et al. 2015) . Outside these narrow constraints, reusable models of team performance for automated assessment are more fiction than reality. In this study, the results of an experiment are put forth, showing that a linear relationship exists between the observer ratings and recorded metrics of the teams' behaviors. It is thereby demonstrated that observers' ratings of team performance are systematic and candidate for automation. This holds true even when the observers are encouraged to go beyond task performance in their ratings. Automated team performance assessment systems may reduce the need for observers when conducting team training, which makes it a valid objective for organizations that engage in a lot of team training, e.g., emergency management institutes.
Claiming that assessment of team performance can be automated may seem controversial to some. Is it really feasible? Is there any reason to? Horace would probably have said that grammatici certant, et adhuc sub judice lis est 1 . It really depends on what is meant by the concept of team performance. In many scenarios, the end result is all that matters, 1 3 prescribing a utilitarian perspective through which teams are measured by their productivity or the effects they cause on an external system. Such definitions have the benefit of being tangible and quantifiable and are common e.g., in production industry (Molleman and Slomp 1999) and sports (Papps et al. 2011; Scoppa 2015) . Similar utilitarian perspectives have been used in the military domain to define team performance when assessing training of certain mission critical or highrisk tasks, e.g., military operations in urban terrain (Sadagic et al. 2013) , aviation (Deaton et al. 2007) , and cyber security training (Abbott et al. 2015; Granåsen and Andersson 2016) . Automated measurement of performance in such settings is both commonplace and sound, with the caveat that for such automation to be feasible, and the training sites need to be prepared with infrastructure and technology to collect data and feed it to assessment algorithms. Automated team performance assessment can thus be a real money-saver as it allows managers to continuously monitor employees at a cheap cost, albeit not without possible moral and ethical implications (Kizza and Ssanyu 2005; Andersson 2011 ).
There are reasons to be more skeptical towards automated team performance assessment when infrastructure is lacking, but also when the concept of team performance itself is expanded beyond the utilitarian perspective, e.g., by including team behaviors, development, social factors, and psychological ditto. Humans have a fantastic ability of processing qualitative information and distinguishing between proper and improper behavior, but computers need clearly defined models and detectable triggers to produce the same results. It is, therefore, rare that team process metrics are incorporated in automated assessment systems in any meaningful way (Fischer and Mandl 2005; Ifenthaler 2014) . Contemporary literature has very little to offer in this area, but there are some notable exceptions, like Kaur and Sood (2015) who created an experimental system for rating job performance based on game theory and data mining of multiple sensor input combined with historical data. Their results show that automated performance appraisal systems can indeed be more holistic and produce adequately accurate appraisals with less need for humans in the loop. It should be remembered that their study focused on assessing individual employees' performance as opposed to team performance. Yet, their results are interesting as the proposed performance model combines a set of indicators that are not directly tied to individual effectiveness. Their model thus serves as an excellent example of automated performance assessment with a wider scope than effectiveness. Such wider scopes are necessary in order for automation to become relevant for a wider type of team tasks. Examples include tactical training of emergency management teams and military units, where indirect factors such as risk minimization, learning, transparency, and team-building may all be just as important as the direct task outcomes (Subramaniam et al. 2010) .
As with all computerized calculations, automated team performance assessment systems are only as good as their input and algorithms, and such systems can only operate on data that it has been programmed to interpret. Thus, automated team performance assessment techniques can never be as generic and flexible as human assessors, except for limited case-specific scenarios such as those typically used in microworld studies (Sapateiro et al. 2017 ). However, automation may cut costs for team training, since it reduces the need for expert raters, and it can improve accuracy by eliminating the random errors that human decisions inherently lead to (Clauser et al. 2000; Harik et al. 2013 ). Furthermore, automated performance appraisal systems can be combined with computerized feedback to create fully automated training systems (Ong 2007) . There is also an objectivity argument, stemming from the fact that computers are number-crunching machines without prejudice (Gierl et al. 2014) . Most automated performance assessment techniques that are in use today are case-specific (Harik et al. 2013 ) and based on revenue or other task-specific metrics (Yen et al. 2017) .
As mentioned in the initial paragraph of this article, the objective of this study is to show that it is possible to automate team performance assessments that go beyond task outcomes. To demonstrate such a system, there has to be a baseline to compare against, something that determines what constitutes good performance. A common approach to team training is to let observers/trainers assess the performance and give their feedback during or immediately after the training session (Calvo-Merino et al. 2010) . To do so, these observers/trainers sometimes have structured protocols and key indicators to look for; sometimes they do not. Regardless, observer-based team performance assessments rely on subjective evaluation of observations. Since observer ratings are so common, they serve as a reasonable baseline for automated team performance assessment systems to compare against. The critical reader might argue that this leads to a definition, wherein team performance is defined as "team performance rated highly by observers". This may seem unpractical and unorthodox at first, and even lead to circular reasoning. However, if the observers are allowed to freely interpret what constitutes good team performance, then this is actually a practical and sound definition as it allows the observers to study the team's actions and behaviors and incorporate them in their assessment to the degree that they think make sense; it is thus a way of utilizing their tacit knowledge of what team performance is instead of enforcing a theoretical construct which they may or may not agree with. This is beneficial as it is quite often the case that observers/trainers have experience from similar situations to the one they assess, and are, therefore, well equipped to determine what constitutes good performance there and then (Healey et al. 2004; Rosen et al. 2008) . A potential problem with that approach is that different observers may emphasize different behaviors, and as a consequence, this may generate organizational dissonance (Festinger 1957; Vanderhaegen and Carsten 2017 ).
Scope
A choice was made to scope this study to virtual teams, defined as a geographically distributed group of two or more individuals, with certain roles and specialized tasks, who collaborate primarily using electronic communication aids (Lipnack and Stamps 2000) . More specifically, the studied teams collaborate in synchronous mode, meaning that they utilize in low-latency communication systems such as video and voice conferencing systems-as opposed to high-latency communication such as e-mail and messaging. The virtual team setting is motivated by: (1) controllable communication and interaction paths that can be recorded with relatively little effort and (2) a steadily increasing deployment of virtual teams replacing traditional teams in workplaces all around the world (Ferrazzi 2014) , making virtual team studies highly relevant to keep team research up to date with reality.
Furthermore, the concept of team performance has so many definitions and components that it is virtually impossible to cover all (Shanahan 2001; NATO RTO HFM-087 2005) . Consequently, only a select few parameters have been included to test the observers' reliability, focusing on behaviors such as coordination, information exchange and backing-up behavior. This reduction of parameters is consistent with current recommendations to reduce the workload for observers to increase their reliability (Salas et al. 2017 ). Long-term issues such as cohesion and trust are recognized as potentially important (Maccoun et al. 2005; Furumo and Pearson 2006; Paul et al. 2016 ) but have been excluded from this research for two reasons: (1) evolution of long-term team development effects are expected to be difficult to observe during the short life-span of the ad-hoc experiment teams, and (2) the focus of the observer reliability study is the circumstance under which the observers operate (unable to monitor the entire team). One might argue that a full investigation into the consequences of observers operating under these circumstances would be helpful, and that is probably true. However, as a first step, this study sets to investigate a few select team performance behaviors only.
Research backgrounds
Contemporary literature is somewhat confusing regarding the distinction between team performance and team effectiveness. Compare, e.g., Salas, Sims and Burke's (2005) definition "Team performance accounts for the outcomes of the team's actions regardless of how the team may have accomplished the task. Conversely, team effectiveness takes a more holistic perspective in considering not only whether the team performed (e.g., completed the team task) but also how the team interacted (i.e., team processes, teamwork) to achieve the team outcome" with the diametrically opposed view presented by Salas, Cooke and Rosen (2008) that "performance is the activities engaged in while completing a task, and effectiveness involves an appraisal of the outcomes of that activity". This study complies with the latter definition, i.e., prescribing performance as activities and effectiveness as a measure of the outcomes of those activities. Assessment of team performance is by that definition more a matter of evaluating the journey rather than the destination. More often than not, this type of team performance assessments are done by instructors and dedicated observers who compare their observations with some interpretation of appropriate behavior (Wildman et al. 2013) . It is not uncommon that expert observers' team performance assessments weigh in both team processes and end results (effectiveness) as there is undoubtedly a causal relationship between performance and effectiveness (Annett et al. 2000) . Dickinson and McIntyre (1997) proposed a framework describing teamwork as a process consisting of seven socalled "components": communication, team orientation, team leadership, monitoring, feedback, backup, and coordination. They propose that these seven components are important in any team task and recommend using checklists and numerical scales, such as behavioral observation scales and behavioral summary scales, for measuring these components. Salas et al. (2005) reviewed concurrent literature and used it to form a framework that describes the essentials of teamwork as team leadership, mutual performance monitoring, backup behavior, adaptability and team orientation. This widely cited "big five" framework specifically emphasizes that there is more to effective teamwork than sheer task-work, e.g., cooperation, communication and leadership. Although not validated, this model functions as a conceptual description of generic team performance, usable for development of performance metric frameworks, with the caveat that careful specification is needed to make such generic models applicable in actual team performance scenarios (Dickinson and McIntyre 1997) .
Models of team performance and effectiveness
In an attempt to integrate several popular teamwork models into one comprehensive model, Rousseau et al. (2006) analyzed differences and similarities between 29 different frameworks published between 1984 and 2005. Their concluding model specifies teamwork as a combination of team maintenance management and performanceregulating behaviors. The maintenance behaviors helps the team evolve and stay coherent, while performance-regulating behaviors are essential when performing teamwork.
Performance-regulating behaviors can be subdivided into preparation of work accomplishment, task-related collaborative behaviors, work-assessment behaviors and team adjustment behaviors. Each of these behavioral dimensions is in turn specified as a number of more tangible behaviors: mission analysis, goal specification and planning (preparation of work accomplishment behaviors); coordination, cooperation and information exchange (taskrelated collaborative behaviors); performance monitoring and systems monitoring (work-assessment behaviors); and backing-up behaviors, intra-team coaching, collaborative problem-solving and team practice innovation (team adjustment behaviors). There is no denying that the model is generic and as such requires further specification to become applicable in real-world scenarios. However, the specified behaviors are tangible enough to serve as a starting point for defining measurable indicators in any behavior-oriented teamwork-assessment study. While more recent meta-reviews and studies have been published on teamwork Jouanne et al. 2017; McEwan et al. 2017 ), Rousseau et al.'s (2006) model still holds merit as one of the most tangible and descriptive models of generic teamwork.
The backbone of effective teamwork is the task-related collaborative behaviors, exemplified as coordination, cooperation and information exchange (Rousseau et al. 2006) . Coordination can be defined as the sequencing, synchronization and integration of team members' activities to ensure task accomplishment (Cannon-Bowers et al. 1995; Rousseau et al. 2006) . It is the result of either an explicit effort by the team members which requires some kind of interaction between the members, or something that happens implicitly as an effect of standardized procedures and shared mental models (Johnson et al. 2011; Rutherford 2017) . Cooperation, by contrast, is defined as multiple team members working together on the same task accomplishment (Yeatts and Hyten 1998) .
In addition to continuously monitoring their own actions, an adaptive team needs to be vigilant towards external system changes such as resource depletion, environmental changes, organizational changes and updated stakeholder requirements (Cannon-Bowers et al. 1995; Salas et al. 2005; Rousseau et al. 2006) . Behaviors that enable performance adjustment include: (1) backing-up behavior, i.e., team members helping each other complete tasks (Dickinson and McIntyre 1997) ; (2) intra-team coaching, i.e., team members assisting each other with feedback and advice (Dickinson and McIntyre 1997) ; (3) collaborative problem-solving, i.e., multiple team members working actively together to diagnose and resolve a situation (Rousseau et al. 2006) ; and (4) team practice innovation, i.e., introducing new work practices, developing novel solutions and finding innovative ways of improving their performance (Rousseau et al. 2006) . Several other models of team performance focus on mental models, shared understanding of the situation, and workload (Cannon- Bowers and Salas 1990; Bowers et al. 1997; Kraiger and Wenzel 1997; Mohammed and Dumville 2001; Berggren and Johansson 2010; DeChurch and Mesmer-Magnus 2010; Espevik et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2011; Mjelde and Smith 2013) . It is also a well-known fact that workload and stress affect performance, both on the individual and the team level (Hart and Staveland 1988; Robert and Hockey 1997; Weaver et al. 2001) . Although individuals react differently to stress, it has been identified that high stress and high workload correlate negatively not only with task-work efficiency, but also with communication and positively with teamwork (Rasmussen and Jeppesen 2006) .
Countless other attributes have been tested in different models of team performance and effectiveness. Such models are often tailor-made for a specific scenario and may, therefore, be hard to generalize. Nevertheless, they might be worth studying as they represent a buffet of ideas for hungry team performance analysts to revel in. Some notable examples cover culture, creativity and collaborative practices (Yoon et al. 2010) ; team leader behavior (Kolb 1995) ; team composition and heterogeneity (Temkin-Greener et al. 2004) ; and trust (Martínez-Miranda and Pavón 2012) . With the plethora of available performance and effectiveness indicators and metrics, it becomes even more important to keep the original objective in mind, i.e., to make sure that the final model reflects performance in the situation it is being designed for. Kendall and Salas (2004) identified automated performance monitoring as an established performance measurement technique, complementing the more human-oriented techniques such as self-assessments and observation-based evaluation. Automated team performance assessment is a way of reducing instructor workload, improving training quality, standardizing assessments and reducing training costs (Kendall and Salas 2004; Deaton et al. 2007 ). Such automated systems are typically implemented with a predetermined set of task outcomes or behaviors in mind (Ceschi et al. 2014 ).
Automated vs manual team performance assessment techniques
There has been plenty research on automated task-based team performance assessment in micro-world studies (Brehmer and Dörner 1993; Johansson et al. 2003; Cooke et al. 2004; Dubé et al. 2011; Persson and Rigas 2014) , military simulations (Martin and Foltz 2004; Frank et al. 2008; ) and cyber defense exercises (Brueckner et al. 2008; Geers 2010; Granåsen and Andersson 2016) . Task-based metrics are highly relevant and can accurately reflect effectiveness in their specific simulated environments. However, they are not designed for capturing the cognitive 1 3 and developmental aspects of the performance, nor for evaluating team behaviors.
Automated performance assessment has also been proposed at instrumented training sites, e.g., using simple heuristics that reward predefined tactical behaviors, risk aversion, dispersion, mobility to assess the performance of military tactical maneuvers (Sadagic et al. 2013) . As useful and robust as that type of evaluation system is, there is no denying that observer-based assessments are more flexible and better prepared to handle indicators that fall outside the scope of the automated system's logging capabilities, e.g., as a consequence of improvisation or unanticipated decisions. Lawson et al. (2017) conducted a systematic review of academic literature from 1990 and later, in search for military relevant computerized solutions that can assess team performance. It is worth noting that their inclusion criteria went beyond task-based outcome metrics by covering also cognition, coordination, decision-making and resource management. Their literature search identified 571 potentially relevant articles, which after abstract-screening resulted in 57 described solutions for measuring team performance. These 57 could be further narrowed down to only seven after having sorted out those that did not describe actual assessment systems, and those that were impossible to transfer to a context even slightly different from the one they were originally tested in (Lawson et al. 2017) . Despite the abundance of team performance research available, truly automated team performance assessment systems that stretch beyond assessment of task outcomes are thus rare.
The opposite approach to automation is to base performance assessments on observer ratings and self-assessments. Such evaluations are prone to subjective interpretations and bias, but their popularity reside in the ease of understanding and applying such methods, they can be used almost regardless of assessment purpose, and with very little technical resources (Wildman et al. 2013) . Furthermore, the assessment can take team development and other factors that are difficult to measure into consideration, such as trust and cohesion (Riegelsberger et al. 2003; Tabassi et al. 2014; Paul et al. 2016; Alsharo et al. 2017 ). Observation-based and self-assessment based techniques are sometimes seen as the only ways to get insight into team-cognitive processes, and they are equally applicable to team-and individual-level constructs (Baker and Salas 1992) . With team members' ratings specifically, but also observers' ratings, aggregating scores is a popular method to calculate team-level ratings, although such methods should be used with care as the theoretical rationale must be ensured before aggregating individual ratings to the team-level (Tesluk et al. 1997) . It is thus important to carefully validate the team-level variables and the way they are measured before jumping to conclusions. It is quite possible, for instance, that even though most team members excel at their individual tasks, a team still fails to solve the tasks it was designed for, e.g., due to poor leadership, coordination or strategy. Baker and Salas (1992) established early that observers may meritoriously identify and rate behavioral measures of team performance as long as the sought behavioral cues are clearly described and the measures reliable. They went even further and claimed that "there is no escaping observation" (Baker and Salas 1992) . The idea that observers are necessary to evaluate teamwork was repeated 16 years later by Rosen et al. (2008) who also advised that trained observers should use structured protocols to guide them on the sought assessment criteria. Such protocols can help observers give consistent and comparable ratings and make reliable assessments, but also remind them of relevant performance aspects for the specific assessment .
Team members' self-assessments is the primary alternative to observation, although the team members' perceptions are at risk of being biased, especially if they fail to interpret the situation and, therefore, are unaware of poor decisions and missed opportunities (Breugst et al. 2012 ). As such, team members' self-assessment of team performance have been reported to have low reliability, due to considerably lower inter-rater agreement compared to observers' ditto (Brannick et al. 1993) . However, in the special case of virtual teams and in-situ observers, self-assessments can indeed correlate with on-site observers' ratings of virtual teams' performance, effectiveness and communication efficiency (Andersson et al. 2017) . Möller (2000) reported that expert observers in the field of medicine are biased by their experience and their familiarity with the rating scales they are using. Likewise he noted that the subjects (patients) can be biased by disillusioned self-conceptions. The same type of dissonance between experts and users are likely to exist in many other areas, where behaviors are rated based on subjective viewpoints, as is often the case for teamwork (Vanderhaegen and Carsten 2017) . With the right tools and the right mindset, these divergent views can be combined to create new knowledge and provide a better assessment (Festinger 1957; Vanderhaegen and Carsten 2017) . The classical after-action review (AAR) methodology is an example approach to facilitate such positive knowledge creation (Rankin et al. 1995 ; Morrison and Meliza 1999; U.S. Army Combined Arms Center 2011). It is worth noting that automation has a role also in AAR:s, with researchers striving to integrate an automatically generated baseline/ground truth to focus discussions around (Frank et al. 2008; Sadagic et al. 2013 ).
Team performance metrics
Team performance measurement instruments ideally account for both processes and outcomes, are targeted at specific 1 3 goals, are adapted to the context in which they are intended to be used, focus on observable behaviors, and care for both team and individual performance (Kendall and Salas 2004; Rosen et al. 2008; Marlow et al. 2018 ). Regardless of measurement technique, the assessments need a baseline to compare against, as well as potential indicators to observe and measure.
Information exchange, or communication, is commonly referenced as a feature of generic team performance that is measurable (Atanasova and Senn 2011; Stainback 2011; Sudhakar et al. 2011; Macht et al. 2014) . Attempts have been made to semi-automatically derive metrics from communication to make conclusions on teamwork, although most such attempts have employed content-driven analysis which traditionally requires human pre-processing of communication data, e.g., coding, before it can be fed to automated analysis functions (Kiekel et al. 2001; Hetrick et al. 2002; Cooke et al. 2004) . Research on speech recognition and semantic analysis is rapidly pushing the limits with the advance of virtual personal assistants, enabling far more advanced automated analysis than was possible just a few years ago (Këpuska and Bohouta 2018) . With the advance of sophisticated speech-recognition technology, automatic communication transcription and coding, e.g., with respect to emotion, is becoming increasingly more feasible (Wang et al. 2018) . Once technology allows, communication-based metrics may add another dimension to automated team performance assessment systems (Foltz et al. 2003; Stein et al. 2013) .
As there are established metrics for both workload (physical and mental) and stress, it is not uncommon that they are included in team performance metrics, if nothing else as a baseline for interpreting other results (Wildman et al. 2013) . Continuous assessment of the team's work enables them to track their progress towards reaching their goals (Salas et al. 2005) , but also to monitor stress and workload to enable performance adjustments (Rasmussen and Jeppesen 2006) .
For understanding the inner processes of the team, particularly rapid response ad-hoc teams, a research field has emerged on macrocognition in teams, building on Hutchins' (1995) work on distributed cognition. The aim is to, among other things, map individual cognitive processes to teambased ditto to identify gaps, overlaps, and unique features of cognition in teams vs individuals (Letsky and Warner 2008) . This research can coarsely be divided into two directions: the shared cognition path and the interactive team cognition path (Berggren 2016) . The shared cognition direction assumes that there are, at any given time, values and knowledge which need to be shared among team members. From this assumption, shared team cognition can be measured as snapshots by estimating the level of agreement among the members (Langan-Fox et al. 2001; MacKenzie et al. 2007; McComb 2008) . The trick is to identify what perceptions the team members need to share, and consequently are relevant to measure. The team interaction perspective, on the other hand, is based on the reasoning that the team cognition exists within the team itself, as processes and interactions between its members (Cooke et al. 2013 
Virtual teams
While team performance and effectiveness have been much researched for several decades-it is in the twenty-first century that virtual teams have gained attention of researchers worldwide. A lot of the research on traditional teams has been confirmed applicable through comparative studies that examine the relationship between different aspects of traditional team performance models and virtual teams, e.g., communication (Berry 2011; Morgan et al. 2014) , team composition/configuration (Turel and Zhang 2010) , and shared mental models (Espevik et al. 2011; Maynard and Gilson 2014) . However, the asynchronous nature of many virtual teams renders traditional work patterns obsolete (Berry 2011) and adds an increased correlation between explicit knowledge sharing and effectiveness (Pangil and Chan 2014) . It is, therefore, not surprising that synchronous collaboration technologies have been found beneficial to virtual teamwork (Baker 2002) , and likewise that collaborative support tools like shared digital whiteboards have been found to instrumental to improve collective decision-making in synchronous virtual teams (Curtis et al. 2017) .
The physical distance and dependency on information and communication technology (ICT) make virtual teams stand out from traditional teams (Berry 2011) . The relationship between communication and performance in virtual teams is not easily understood as demonstrated by Chang, Hung and Hsieh (2014) . In their study they found evidence that high communication quality can negatively impact performance, perhaps because the team members are discouraged and become suspicious when team members are paying too much attention to details that they themselves think are easily settled. Another explanation may be that coherent teams that have developed a high level of interpersonal trust, experience lesser need for elaborate communication (Jarvenpaa et al. 2004) .
Trust seems to be more difficult to establish in virtual teams than in traditional work teams, perhaps because the lack of physical interaction (Jarvenpaa et al. 2004) . Time and resources spent on building trust relationships are, therefore, well invested to create virtual teams that collaborate effectively (Ford et al. 2017) ; however, other studies have found conflicting evidence suggesting that trust does not necessarily increase team effectiveness (Alsharo et al. 2017 ).
Virtual teams also have a tradition of having less formal leadership structures compared to traditional teams, although some sort of emergent structures, e.g., information leadership, can often be observed and have a positive impact on team effectiveness (O'Mahony and Ferraro 2007) . Ziek and Smulowitz (2014) report that the leadership that seems to have the most positive effect on virtual teams' effectiveness is characterized by the ability of asking the right questions, setting and communicating goals and visions, in addition to the ability of demonstrating insight and imagination.
A more holistic approach has been proposed to compensate for the lack of observation opportunities in the cyber domain, by triangulating different assessment methods such as observer ratings, self-assessments and outcome-based task scores (Granåsen and Andersson 2016) . Findings highlight the problems of relying too much on either approach as they all say something about the team's performance but independently neither say enough. Such findings are in line with the general advise to always have a clearly stated objective and adapt the measurement models carefully to the domain when engaging in team performance assessment (Kendall and Salas 2004; Rosen et al. 2008 ).
Synthesis and research gap
The presented research background reveals that team performance is a thriving research field with plenty of models that try to explain team performance, and an ever-growing set of measurement approaches for different scenarios. A recurring feature of a large set of the explored research is that team performance evaluations are conducted through observer ratings and self-assessment reports (Wildman et al. 2013 ). These techniques have been well researched and can now be considered mature.
Automated team performance assessment literature advocates the use of computer programs to calculate performance ratings. An immediate effect of automated performance ratings is the reduced need for observers, which may prove cost-effective for organizations that engage in a lot of team performance reviews. Another benefit is that algorithms can produce deterministic and reliable ratings, however, that assumes that models and sensor data perfectly describe the team performance, which may seem like a utopian dream. Therefore, it is not surprising that literature on automated performance rating systems focus on simple performance models and metrics, such as measures of effectiveness calculated by training simulators (Lawson et al. 2017 ). The consequence is that most proposed automated team performance rating systems have low fidelity, focus only on task effectiveness, and are unable to account for unanticipated events in their respective reviews (Dorsey et al. 2009 ). Ideally, automated systems should produce ratings of team performance that account for attitudes, behaviors and cognition as well as effectiveness. As there are no gold standards for how to rate team performance, generating ratings that are on par with observer ratings is a reasonable first goal. To date there has been very little research published on this topic.
To conduct such research, a natural first step is to determine the baseline, i.e., how the observers rate team performance. Research suggests that observers should review attitudes, behaviors and cognition, both on team-and individual levels, when rating team performance as these are an integral part of performance (Salas et al. 2017) . Having done that, expert observers are able to compare their observations with their expectations and rate the observed team performance. While this is certainly possible in many contexts, the virtual team format does not lend itself to observation as easily since team members may be both physically and temporally separated from each other. The observers thus have to choose whether to focus their observations on a part of the team, or to rely on remote techniques such as video feeds, to attempt to observe all sub-teams. Both methods are likely to impede the observers' ability of assessing the team performance, yet to date there is little or no research published on this particular topic that can help establish which observation strategy is better for virtual team observation.
The study
The central research gap concerns how to broaden the scope of automated team performance assessment systems. To fill that gap is a huge challenge that goes well beyond the scope of what this study can achieve. However, a small part of it can be approached by testing one methodology to broaden the scope. This study employs an approach to let observers rate virtual team performance to create a baseline to compare automated rating systems against. As task score is the most commonly used metric for automatic team performance analysis, this was used as the benchmark to beat. The tested automation model consists of a simple linear regression on easily captured team performance indicators that complemented the benchmark model.
To follow the advice of Salas et al. (Salas et al. 2017 ), the observers' rating protocols were kept small with questions centered around workload, backing-up behavior, stress, coordination, task-work efficiency, collaborative problemsolving and information exchange. All these performance indicators have been selected from the performance models discussed in the previous section, based on expected applicability to generic virtual teamwork scenarios and ease of measurement.
The validity of using observer ratings as a baseline is dependent upon their reliability. If their ratings are unreliable, then they make no sense to use as a baseline. In this study, the observers operated in-situ, one observer per team site. An alternative approach would be to use off-site observers using remote monitoring technology to follow the teamwork at all locations simultaneously. Ideally both methods should be tested and compared. However, due to budget restrictions only the in-situ mode could be tested in this study.
As task effectiveness is the norm of today's automated team performance assessment systems that would be the natural baseline for any attempt to improve the predictive power of an automated system. In a virtual team setting, the only way the team members can collaborate is by communicating through the provided communication tools. Therefore, it makes sense to capture and integrate that communication into the assessment model. In fact, that may be the only thing that matters, as it is the only means by which the team members interact in a virtual team. Hence, the quantitative metrics are all centered around effectiveness and communication.
A simple statistical approach was then employed to create a model that matches the observer ratings with a reasonable accuracy. It is well acknowledged that any such model would be highly contextual and quite uninteresting outside the narrow scope of its' applicability. For this reason, there is a value in using simple models and cheap technology to make the approach a cost-effective alternative to observerbased ratings.
A side effect of virtual teams communicating via ICT is that the communication is already encoded into signals, meaning that recording and analyzing it is a matter of tapping into the communication systems. In a controlled environment this is normally very easy to do, making this data capture cheap. The automated analysis, however, is a different story. Many quantitative communication analysis techniques are based on communication coding, i.e., sorting each utterance/message into one or more categories. The idea is that the number of collected samples in each category says something about the subject at hand. However, no such automatic speech classification technology was available for this study due to the limited resources available, instead this study employs a very simple communication analysis strategy by counting the number of utterances and messages in each performance without trying to analyze their content, combined with the accumulated total time used for speaking. The rationale behind these metrics is that communication is essential to create shared mental models which in turn affects the effectiveness of virtual teams (Maynard and Gilson 2014; Schmidtke and Cummings 2017 ). An underlying assumption is that all or most communication is directly relevant to the team's performance, i.e., an insignificant amount nonsensical communication. However, one must be careful with such metrics as it is recognized that if the team spends all time communicating then they may not have time to solve their tasks. Albeit these crude metrics have been recognized as potentially problematic, they were chosen because of being easily accessible with available technology and deemed interesting enough. A positive spin on these limitations is that simple solutions are often cheaper to acquire-lowering the threshold for organizations that look to automate their team performance assessments but shun the investment costs. To summarize, this study addresses two research questions: RQ1 How reliable are human observers' ratings of teamwork in virtual teams, when only able to monitor team members at one site?
RQ2
To what extent can the observers' ratings of team performance be replicated with enough accuracy using only automatically quantifiable metrics?
Method
An experimental study was designed to let in-situ observers monitor a virtual team's performance and compare their assessments with an objective task score. The scenario was designed to give each team member a specific role and a unique set of clues needed to solve the task, restricting their communication to the provided tools for audio-video and textual chat. As such, the setup rewarded communicative and collaborative teams and punished teams that relied upon individual problem-solving. The tasks revolved around chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) incidents, simulated through scripted roleplaying by the experiment facilitators. Each observer was only able to directly monitor the performance of one team member per performance session. All assessments on the team level, therefore, had to be done by interpreting that team member's interactions with the team.
The study setup was designed to impose ecological validity through medical accuracy and realistic scenarios. The virtual teams each consisted of one forward agent (the coordinator) and two remote reachback experts (the medical experts) intended to mimic the setup experimented with, e.g., for remote radiation detection (Bordetsky et al. 2007 ) and robot-assisted humanitarian search and rescue operations (Murphy et al. 2004 ). The following sections present a brief overview of the experiment. A more thorough write-up of the experiment setup, scenario, challenges, participants, and data collection has been presented in another study based on the same data set (Andersson et al. 2017) . The following section summarizes the methodology from the sister article, and complements it by adding information relevant for this study only, particularly regarding analysis.
Experiment setup
The experiment consisted of eight teams performing six different CBRN-related challenges each. The challenges were grouped in sets of two with each pair representing one CBRN-scenario and consisting of one diagnosis followed by one treatment challenge. Both types of challenges revolved around the same type of problem with the team members needing to share information and solve a logical deduction problem to find the correct diagnosis and treatment instructions, respectively. From a problem-solving perspective, all challenges were very similar. All teams were composed of three members located at different sites and communicating only through online collaboration tools. Two of the team members were nursing students, given the task to act as medical reachback experts. One military student acted as the forward operator facing medical challenges for which it required the assistance of the medical experts. One observer was stationed at each location, given the task of monitoring teamwork by observing only the one team member at that location. The same three observers rated the 19 first team performances, after which one of the observers had to be replaced for logistical reasons. After that substitution there were no more changes in the observer lineup for the remainder of the experiment.
The in-situ observers were guided by a protocol consisting of 14 items to rate on a 5-point Likert scale. Each of the 14 items correspond to one identified behavior or team performance correlate, as presented in Table 1 . It is assumed that the relative distances between each step on the rating scale are equal, thus that the scale is linear from 1 to 5. Additionally, the observers were given the task to make notes of just about anything that they thought could be noteworthy in relation to the performances. The mean observer ratings (q̅ ) on each question were used as the team-level ratings.
Items 1-13 were selected as a representation of reasonable metrics of team performance correlates and behaviors, based on the presented research background. The rating items were taken from Bushe and Coetzer's (1995) survey instrument and the Crew Awareness Scale Only (McGuinness and Foy 2000) and edited after an initial pilot test. The full wordings of all rating items are listed in the sister study from the same experiment (Andersson et al. 2017) . Only rating items that relate to behaviors and metrics that were thought to be relevant for the designed task were included in the final protocol, including workload (q 1 , q 2 ), backing-up behavior (q 3 , q 6 ), stress (q 4 , q 5 ), coordination (q 3, q 6 , q 11, q 13 ), task-work efficiency (q 6 , q 10 ), collaborative problem-solving (q 7 , q 8 , q 9 ), and information exchange (q 12 , q 13 ). It is worth noting that this selection is not meant to be a comprehensive list of team performance indicators but rather a sample of what team performance analysts may want to study, and what the pilot testers of this study thought they would be able to rate. The final item (q 14 ) in the rating protocol is an overall rating of the team's performance "all things considered". The observers were instructed to rate this as they saw fit after having observed the performance. The team mean of this overall performance rating (q̅ 14 ) serves as the baseline performance rating for each completed team challenge.
Upon completion of the challenge, the teams were instructed to report their diagnosis, and if they were not certain, up to two alternative diagnoses. From a cognitive perspective task outcome is just one of many dimensions of team performance (Granåsen and Andersson 2016) . It cannot be denied though that the outcome is often the reason for the team performing anything at all, and as such it is hard to imagine a performance assessment method that completely neglects it. Therefore, a metric was designed to capture the task outcome with slightly higher accuracy than just success or fail. The task outcome (x 1 ) for the diagnosis challenge was Evenly distributed workload Coordination, backing-up q 4 Low stress level for the subject Stress q 5 Low stress level for the team Stress q 6 Effective teamwork Backing-up, coordination, task-work efficiency q 7 Equal participation Collaborative problem-solving q 8 Active in decision-making (DM) process Collaborative problem-solving q 9 All members active in DM Collaborative problem-solving q 10 The team was wasting time Task-work efficiency q 11 Team coordination Coordination q 12 Clear communication Information exchange q 13 Efficient communication Coordination, information exchange q 14 Team performance Overall specified as 10 − 3 × n points for correct diagnosis, where n corresponds to the number of alternative diagnoses that the team were not able to completely rule out. If the primary diagnosis was incorrect, but the correct diagnosis was mentioned among the alternative diagnoses, then the team was awarded 3 − n points. Failure to name the correct diagnosis at all resulted in 0 points. For the treatment challenges, the task score was calculated as 10 − n, were n corresponds to the number of mistakes noted by the experiment controllers. A mistake was defined as failure to complete one step of the treatment program or performing a treatment step that was not part of the correct program.
As the motivation for this study was to identify generic approaches for automated team performance assessment, the task outcome metric (which is always contextual) was complemented with easily quantified constructed metrics that can be captured with contemporary technology. Communication frequency was selected as a candidate metric as it has been shown to correlate with team performance outcomes in a military flight simulator training experiment (Brannick et al. 1993 ). In the virtual team experiment subject to this study, the team's geographical distribution and dependency on online collaboration tools for coordination make it natural to include information exchange as one of the primary performance indicators. Four quantitative metrics were designed around communication frequency. For each challenge the number of spoken utterances (x 2 ) were counted and recorded as a measure of intra-team communication, using digital recordings captured by the online communication tool. An utterance was defined as a continuous stream of words and phrases spoken by one individual conveying one message. An utterance was classified as completed when interrupted by another individual, being followed by a notable pause or the speaker changed subject. The total time the team spent talking (x 3 ) was also measured during each challenge. As the teams were also allowed to communicate via textual chat, the number of written messages (x 4 ) sent over the chat were counted during each challenge. A written message was defined as one chunk of text sent in one batch. A combined indicator was constructed by summing the total number of spoken and written messages (x 6 ). In addition to the task outcomes, the team's efficiency was measured by registering the time to completion (x 5 ) using a stopwatch (or failure to complete). For the diagnosis challenges, this time corresponds to the duration from when a team was no longer allowed to interact with the patient, until consensus was reached on a primary diagnosis. For the treatment challenges, the time corresponds to the duration from when the treatment started until it was completed.
The objective performance metrics are summarized in Table 2 below. The metrics were designed to be as non-intrusive as possible towards the team members to gain increased acceptance, and consequently no physiological instruments were allowed. Furthermore, although highly relevant, data stream processing techniques such as automated speech analysis, voice pitch analysis, and video analysis were excluded as the researchers did not have access to any such tools with enough accuracy to be useful for the intended purpose.
All designed x variables are objectively measurable and as such are undisputable in terms of correctness. The captured metrics have been linearly scaled and translated to the same 1-5 scale as the observer ratings used for comparability, where 1 corresponds to the lowest measured value and 5 to the highest.
As the six challenges were designed to be similar and comparable, the teams were expected to learn and improve their performance with each iteration. To balance for this learning effect, the scenario ordering was permutated differently for the teams, with the limitation that treatment challenges always followed after a diagnosis challenge. As there were only six possible permutations and eight performing teams, a perfectly balanced experiment could not be created. The order in which the scenario and challenges were administered for each team is presented in Table 3 . To further limit the learning effect, the scoring system was not explained to the teams-and their scores were never revealed to them. Instead the teams were given instructions to solve their tasks in any way they saw fit, using only the provided materials and communication tools.
Analysis methodology
The distribution of all observer ratings, task scores, communication and interaction metrics were first investigated through descriptive statistics, with calculated means, standard deviations, skewness and kurtosis. Thereafter, x 1 and q̅ 14 were checked for correlation with all other metrics (x 2 -x 6 and q̅ 1 -q̅ 13 ) to get an indicator to which teamwork aspects are reflected in the task scores and in the observers' overall ratings of team performance, respectively. The task score metric (x 1 ) reflects the utilitarian perspective, where only the outer effects are considered, while the mean observers' overall ratings (q̅ 14 ) represent the opposite view that team performance is best estimated using expert observers' tacit understanding of what it is. Number of written messages x 5 Total time for completing challenge x 6 Total number of spoken and written messages
Since high consistency between different raters is an indicator of high reliability, RQ1 was approached by calculating the inter-rater agreement between the observers. The calculations used the two-way mixed-effects consistency model for the intraclass correlation coefficient (Koo and Li 2016) . The mixed-effects model was preferred over random effects, since the raters were handpicked. As one of the raters was replaced midway through the experiment, the data set had to be partitioned for the reliability calculations.
RQ2 was approached by creating linear regression models of the collected metrics (x 1 -x 6 ) towards the mean observer score q̅ 14 for each performance. The constructed metrics were designed to be automatically quantifiable and related to task outcome, time efficiency and information exchange quantity. To explore if these metrics can say something about overall team performance, they were all fitted against q̅ 14 using multiple linear regression after the outliers had been removed, determined by Cook's distance (Cook 1977) exceeding three times the mean (D i > 3 × D̅ ). As the study was explorative, an alternative outlier heuristic was thereafter designed as the result of careful inspection of the data to find discrepancies that were not reflected by Cook's distance.
All combinations including x 1 and one or more of x 2 -x 6 were fitted against q̅ 14 and compared using the adjusted R 2 fitness criterion. The appropriateness of the selected model was determined by correlating its predicted values with actual q̅ 14 ratings using Pearson's r. It has been recognized that there are no guarantees for such relationships to exist, and also that there might be non-linear relationships, e.g., logistic and polynomial. However, linearity was preferred for simplicity's sake.
Results
Of the 48 recorded team performances, two were deleted due to methodological errors. The remaining 46 samples show that the teams generally performed well on completing their challenges according to the objective task-based performance metric x 1 (M = 7.50, SD = 3.17 on the scale from 0 to 10). For further analyses, the scale has been transformed to align with the 5-point scales used for the observer ratings (M = 4.00, SD = 1.27). The mean observer ratings for each challenge (q̅ 14 ) were slightly more conservative (M = 3.76, SD = 0.89). Thus, there is a small offset between the two scales. Pearson's correlation coefficient between x 1 and q̅ 14 is r(44) = 0.51, p < .01, confirming that observer ratings of virtual team performance correlate positively with successful task performance. Table 4 summarizes the means (M), standard deviations (SD), standard error of the mean (SEM), skewness (Skew) and excess kurtosis (ExKu) of the mean observer ratings (q̅ n ) and performance metrics (x n ). Table 4 shows that most of the distributions are left-skewed (Skew < 0), and several also draw towards being platykurtic (ExKu < 0). Identified skewed distributions are classified as non-normal when the magnitude exceeds the double standard error for skewness (SES), i.e., 0.70 for N = 46. The same method has been used to determine non-normal kurtosis, i.e., comparing the magnitude to the double standard error for kurtosis (SEK), which is 1.38 for N = 46. The statistics show that most distributions fall within the criteria for normal distributions. The challenge completion time, however, stands out as the only one with non-normal kurtosis. Additionally, the workload variables are right-skewed, and observer ratings of team performance and the task performance score are left-skewed. The variables on communication efficiency and clarity are left-skewed.
All variables have been compared for correlation with q̅ 14 and x 1 , see Table 5 . The table shows that all observer ratings correlate moderately or strongly with their overall team performance assessment (q̅ 14 ). There is also moderate correlation between the communication and coordination variables (q̅ 6 , q̅ 11 , q̅ 12 and q̅ 13 ) and the task score (x 1 ). The stress variables (q̅ 4 and q̅ 5 ) and individual workload (q̅ 1 ) correlate moderately with the task score. While communication is undoubtedly the primary means to solve the challenges given, the identified negative correlations between x 1 and x 2 , as well as between x 1 and x 6 , suggest that too many message exchanges could also be an indication of disagreement, failed problem-solving, ineffective teamwork, or possibly that the team put more emphasis on strategizing Table 6 shows the inter-rater agreement among the observers rating team performance. The table has been split into two halves due to the replacement of one observer (cases 1-19 and cases 20-46, respectively). The top of the table displays the degree of freedom (df) for each data set. The between-judge df is calculated as n − 1, while the residual df is (n − 1) × (k − 1), where n is the number of cases per data set (19 and 27, respectively) and k is the number of raters (3) (Shrout and Fleiss 1979) . Questions q 1 , q 4 and q 8 have been excluded from this summary, since these ratings concern individuals and not teams, thus the observers' ratings for these questions cannot be compared as they were in fact rating different individuals. The two-way mixed-effects consistency is reported once per data set for each remaining question. From the low agreement on team workload (q 2 ) it is apparent that the observers were unable to deduce a coherent view while distributed and only able to directly observe one of the team members. They seemed to have struggled also with team stress, time utilization and team member participation (q 5 , q 7 , q 9 and q 10 ). On communication-and coordination-related questions (q 6 , q 11 , q 12 and q 13 ) on the other hand, the observers' inter-rater agreement was The study has thereby confirmed that for ratings related to communication, coordination and overall virtual team performance, the in-situ observer ratings are reliable, but for workload ratings they are not. Table 7 shows that both outliers are from a team's first diagnosis challenge. Team 2 (case 7) seemed to have problems with teamwork and communication (q̅ 6 , q̅ 7 , q̅ 11 , q̅ 12 and q̅ 13 are all low), yet the team successfully solved the challenge with a perfect score. This phenomenon is hard to explain, but clearly the tasks were solvable with a less than optimal approach to communication. Team 4 (case 19) has the opposite relationship, with fairly good ratings but lowest possible task score.
Observer assessment: inter-rater agreement

Outlier detection
Unfortunately, the observers did not record any comments to their observations on case 7, however, for case 19, they gave comments, as listed in Table 8 :
The observer comments suggest that the team performed ok to get all the necessary pieces of information, but had problems realizing how to combine the information to solve the challenge. The observers acknowledged the partial success and gave average scores thanks to good collaboration on information management, but the objective performance metric dismissed their performance due to the poor collaborative problem-solving.
Alternative outlier heuristics
Only five of the diagnosis challenges received (normalized) task scores less than two (cases 9, 19, 25, 29 and 41) . Manual inspection of the data reveals that the observers generally did not penalize poor task-work. In fact, three of these five were rewarded above-average ratings on q̅ 14 , interestingly four are the first performance iteration of a team which suggests that the observers has lower expectations on the teams for their first performances. Task scores and observer ratings thus correlate badly at low task scores (x 1 < 2). Further investigation reveals that there are additional cases that scored below average on task score, but were rewarded above average on observer rating. For values near the average score this is not very spectacular, but two of these cases (24 and 42) had an absolute difference larger than one meaning that the observers found their performance acceptable despite the low task scores. On the other end of the spectrum there were four cases (2, 7, 28 and 37) that received task scores above four but were rewarded below average by the observers, and thereby fulfilling the condition of absolute difference larger than one. Three of these four got the maximum possible task score. In these cases, the observers thus did not reward the teams for their achievements. However, in total, there were 32 cases with a task score greater than four, and most of them were rewarded by the observers so the four outliers do stand out. The explanation could be that the tasks were too easy (as hinted by the fact that the mean task score was 4.00) and that the teams were able to achieve good scores despite poor teamwork. As summarized in Table 9 , 11 cases stand out as either:
• having very low task scores (x 1 < 2), • having poor task scores (x 1 < 3), above-average observer rating (q̅ 14 ≥ 3) and a difference of more than one, or
• vice versa with high task score (x 1 > 4) and low observer rating (q̅ 14 ≤ 3).
Under the conditions imposed by removing these outliers, there is high correlation between task scores and observer ratings of team performance, r(33) = 0.83, p < .01. Table 7 Observer ratings, and performance ratings x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 of the identified outliers Case number (#), team id (T), performance iteration (I), scenario (S, see Table 8 Observer comments for case 19 (outlier) Observer Comment 1 "Subject was constantly glancing at matrix to try to make a decision diagnosis. Subject was not asking many questions, but appeared to be process the information heard to contribute to the diagnosis. Subject was slightly nervous as evidenced by hands shaking a little bit." 2 "Team exchanged ideas while the coordinator checked on victim. Made good use of time (asked double questions). Asked great questions ... very "in charge" during the diagnosis" 3 "They got the wrong diagnosis, it seemed expert #1 were much more active than #2. Focusing on the bruises seems to confuse the team. They developed a strategy to ask each other what information they had."
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Multiple linear regression
To determine what aspects of the team's performance are relevant to the observers' tacit understanding of team performance, the observer score (q̅ 14 ) was fitted against the task score (x 1 ) and all possible combinations of the collected communication and interaction metrics (x 2−6 ). For this multiple linear regression analysis, the two outliers were removed and all resulting regression models were compared for highest adjusted R 2 identifying the best model of q̅ 14 as proportional to x 1 and x 3 at F(2,41) = 13.96, p < .001, with adjusted R 2 of 0.38. Although only 38% of the variance in the observers' ratings is explained by task-work, it is an increase from the baseline task scoreonly model, i.e., q̅ 14 as proportional to only x 1 having F(1,42) = 22.47, p < .001 with adjusted R 2 = 0.33. A better result was achieved by applying the alternative heuristic for removing outliers presented above, the best model fits q̅ 14 as proportional to x 1 , x 2 and x 3 at F(3,31) = 32.45, p < .001, with adjusted R 2 of 0.74. The accuracy of this model is very high compared to the baseline; however, the caveat is that the model could not be used for almost 25% of the performances (11 of 46). This obviously reduces validity, but the finding is still interesting as it shows that under the right circumstances, team performance assessment can be automated with high accuracy and high reliability. The circumstances in this case being that the teams should not be total novices at the task, the tasks should be challenging enough that teams cannot master them without effort, and alternative assessments are needed when the outcome of the task-work is too poor. These restrictions are not very severe as it is quite reasonable to expect teams to receive other training/instruction before relying on automated performance assessment systems, nor is it typically very complicated to design systems that override the linear assessment model under certain conditions such as failure to complete the given task.
The regression coefficients (β) for the model depends on the scale used for the model inputs, as such they are highly dependent on context. For reference, Table 10 presents these coefficients for the second model together with their standard errors. The predicted values of the model for each performance (excluding the outliers) are shown, as gray circles in Fig. 2 , while the black dots show the corresponding task scores (x 1 ). Note that since a discrete rating scale was used, there are multiple cases with the same mean observer rating. Pearson's correlation coefficient between the modelpredicted values and the observer ratings is r(33) = 0.87, p < .01. Including any of the three other coefficients, x 4−6 , results in over-fitting.
The regression model shows that the observers' ratings of virtual team performance in the presented experiment can be replicated with acceptable accuracy by combining the calculated task score, the spoken communication frequency and the time spent on verbal communication. There is no evidence to support that the provided metrics of written communication can further improve the model. As the model-predicted values correlate stronger than the task score metrics (0.87 vs 0.51), the regression model is a better predictor of observers' team performance ratings than task score, hence the experiment answers RQ2 by demonstrating that a simple automated solution based on easily accessible effectiveness and communication-based metrics are better at replicating observer ratings than pure task score-based systems. 
Observer comments
The observers' written comments were collected after the final challenge was completed. Their comments are presented in Table 11 . Observer #3 noted that observing teamwork by monitoring one individual is a difficult task and gave the advice that virtual teamwork is better observed remotely, where one may be able to observe all team members simultaneously. Two observers commented on the significance of communication, which confirms that observers' interpretation of teamwork in virtual teams is largely a combination of effectiveness and communication (Andersson et al. 2017) . Observer #4's comment on the ability to work with high levels of stress is an interesting insight, especially so since many models of teamwork include stress as a factor (NATO RTO HFM-087 2005; NATO RTO HFM-156 2010; Hull et al. 2011) .
Analysis and discussion
This section presents an analysis of the results in general, followed by sub-sections with discussions relating to each of the two research questions in depth. Additionally, the findings are discussed in relation to the studied literature. A moderate correlation (r = .51) could be identified between the team-level observer rating of team performance and the objective task performance score. The correlation strength gives a hint that observers did account for effectiveness when rating performance. However, since the correlation strength is not very high, they must also have taken other parts of the performance into account, e.g., attitudes, behaviors and cognitions as have been suggested in other studies (e.g., Salas et al. 2017 ). This motivates the need to complement measures of effectiveness with indirect metrics of team performance in automated performance assessment systems. Regardless, one might have expected even higher correlation, since the task was very isolated and the teams were created for the sole purpose of solving the tasks. Indeed the correlation is high (r = .83) under the conditions defined by removing the outlier identified by the alternative heuristic.
The most striking difference found in this study between observers' team performance ratings and the objective task score, occur when teams score exceptionally low on the task score metric, e.g., when they fail to solve their challenges. In these cases, the observer ratings are significantly higher than their strictly task-based counterparts, suggesting that the observers were reluctant to penalize the teams for task failure and chose to focus on positive behaviors. Another potential explanation lies in the fact that many of these low-scoring performances were the first performance of a newly formed team-thus their performances may The observers' overall performance ratings correlate very strongly, r(44) > 0.93, with their own ratings of communication, even more so than with the task score. Thus, the observers seem to have focused more on whether their respective teams communicated well than they did on how well they got the job done. This result might be an effect of each observer being able to monitor only one team member. Observer #3's advice to monitor the entire team remotely might have generated other results. However, the inter-rater agreement is highest on these rating items, which confirms that the observers' ratings are indeed reliable and that the observers' interpretations of team performance in virtual teams are heavily influenced by communication, just as in Brannick et al.'s (1993) flight simulation teamwork experiment.
This result highlights that there are many different ways of interpreting and assessing team performance and that obtained results are meaningful only in the context of that interpretation (Kendall and Salas 2004; Rosen et al. 2008; Wildman et al. 2013). 6.1 How reliable are human observers' ratings of teamwork in virtual teams, when only able to monitor team members at one site?
The observers reported that it is hard to observe teamwork when only able to monitor one of the team members. From that standpoint, one might expect the observers' inter-rater reliability to be low. Indeed, this study has shown that the observers' inter-rater is poor on ratings of team workload. The ratings of team stress are slightly better, but still not good. Therefore, measurement of team workload and stress in virtual teams is advisably done through more reliable mechanisms, e.g., using validated instruments for selfassessment such as NASA-TLX (Hart and Staveland 1988) and the Teamwork Workload Scale (Nonose et al. 2016) . One observer noted that remote observation might be more appropriate, as the observers then would be able to monitor the whole team. Whether such an approach would actually result in higher reliability has not been investigated. The agreement on ratings of collaborative problem-solving items (q 7 and q 8 ) is too low to be classified as good. Again a reasonable explanation might be that the inability to observe the entire team made it difficult for the observers to get a good understanding of how well the team members collaborated.
All other items were rated with good or excellent interrater agreement, including the overall team performance rating. The results thus show that observers only able to monitor one member of a virtual team are able to reliably rate overall team performance and performance indicators associated with coordination, backing-up behavior, and information exchange.
Can human observers' overall ratings of virtual
teams' performances be replicated with enough accuracy using only automatically quantifiable metrics?
The traditional approach to automated team performance assessment is based on different metrics for task outcome similar to the task score metric x 1 designed for this study (Ceschi et al. 2014) . Some researchers have proposed to dress this with sophisticated automated systems for speech recognition and content analysis (Kiekel et al. 2001; Hetrick et al. 2002; Foltz et al. 2003; Cooke et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2018) , and video analysis (Stein et al. 2013 ). This study took a different approach to use simple technology and work easily captured performance indicators to create a mathematical model that was fitted against the observers' overall team performance assessment. Using multiple linear regression analysis on a subset of the data, the best model identified correlated highly with the observer rating, r(33) = 0.87. The resulting model is a linear combination of task performance score, number of verbally communicated messages, and time spent on verbal communication, i.e., one measure of task outcome and two of verbal communication frequency. The main value of this model is that it shows that team performance ratings (as judged by observers) can be quantitatively approximated using only metrics that are easily captured using readily available technology. Overall, this suggests that once calibrated and under the right conditions, automated team performance assessment systems can indeed rate team performance of virtual teams, if the objective is to obtain end results that correspond to how expert observers quantify overall team performance. While it is not certain that advanced speech recognition and semantic analysis capabilities such as the novel virtual personal assistant technology utilizes would improve the model (Këpuska and Bohouta 2018) , it is certainly an interesting topic worthy of further investigation. It should be noted that 1 3 these results suffer from not having been validated. Cross validation with a larger data set is required to establish whether automation can actually be accomplished using a model such as the one calculated in this study. However, the results are convincing enough to motivate further research. It should also be noted that although the acquired fit is good (albeit not validated), it has been recognized that other regression equations, e.g., logistic and polynomial, might produce better models and perhaps also be applicable to the data set also covering some of the outlier conditions that were excluded for this analysis. This has not been examined in this study as the aim of the study was to examine if the idea was even feasible while keeping the proposed solution simple, and this simple modeling technique matches this equilibrium nicely.
Implications
This study confirms that observers include task outcome in their ratings of virtual team performance, but that their ratings are also influenced by teamwork behaviors such as coordination and information exchange. Observers can reliably rate these metrics despite being able to monitor only one team member, which is beneficial, since they can then work in-situ, which increases their ability of picking up certain behaviors that are difficult to capture off-site (Wildman et al. 2013) .
The results from this study also show that the idea that "there is no escaping observation" (Baker and Salas 1992; Rosen et al. 2008 ) is only partly valid. Current technology seems to be far away from the diagnostic capabilities of a human observer, consequently an automated performance assessment system cannot be trusted to generate very detailed feedback on teamwork. However, in some cases, the only result that matters is to get an estimate of the team's overall performance. The study shows that in a virtual team setting such metrics can be defined using a combination of task scores and simple measures of communication frequency. The drawback is that the resulting model will only ever be valid for the specific type of tasks that it was designed for, but on the other hand there are several use cases of performance assessment, where the same scenario is used repeatedly, e.g., training, education, and certification.
It is imperative to acknowledge that the model presented in this article is not very relevant in itself as the task it was constructed for is artificial. The value of this work lies in the process reaching the model, the fact that it can be done, and quite easily at that. There is nothing that says similar models cannot be created for other, more relevant, team performance scenarios. With a bank of reliable observer ratings and samples to train the algorithms, this study shows that a model can be calculated that mimics observer ratings of team performance. The next step is to validate such a model, e.g., with cross validation, to show that the model works on arbitrary inputs. It is recognized that the model is tied to the team performance scenario, and that other scenarios require other inputs and other modeling techniques. However, the main take-away message from this study is that these models are easy to generate.
Conclusion
The study has confirmed that expert observers' ratings of virtual team performance are reliable for indicators associated with coordination, backing-up behavior, and information exchange-but not for team workload. Task outcome is indeed a huge portion of team effectiveness and team performance, and this study confirms that expert observers take a more holistic approach to team performance assessment. However, while the aggregated observer ratings of team performance correlate with the task score, there are also notable and systematic differences such as when task scores are low and when teams are newly formed and untrained at the tasks they are performing. The observer ratings are heavily influenced by intra-team communication, suggesting that observers regard team cognition as an important part of team performance.
Other studies have pointed at observers as the main source for team performance appraisal, and also found that team workload and stress are important aspects of performance. This study found that among synchronous virtual teams, such ratings are not very reliable when the observers are not able to monitor the team in its entirety. This finding is important as it highlights the need for alternative methods for assessing team workload and stress in this setting, and their relevance to performance.
With simple frequency metrics added to the task score, a regression model was able to predict the observers' performance ratings of the teams with high accuracy under certain conditions. The implication of this result is that when algorithms have been trained and the performance is centered around communication and collaborative problem-solving, and it is possible to mimic observer ratings of synchronous virtual team performances by combining outcome-based task scores with quantified metrics of communication. It is reasonable to expect that similar results can be obtained for other task types, by identifying the most relevant quantifiable metrics. Thus, the study shows that automated team performance assessment systems can be trained to numerically analyze performance of synchronous virtual teams in much the same way as expert observers do. The results of this study motivate further research into the development of a new type of training systems for teamwork in virtual environments, with support for automated on-the-fly performance evaluation and feedback, thereby reducing the resource cost for training virtual teams.
